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The key problems which organizations face choosing the information communication technologies

(ICT) discussed. The paper offers an approach to combine and use different methods of assessment

and picking out the most acceptable ICT for the organization.

Today many Russian enterprises greatly raise

their competitive ability introducing and using

information�communication technologies (ICT).

Using ICT means enterprise management with

specialized software, and creation of general

informational environment and area for data stor�

age and exchange, flexible IT� infrastructure, sup�

plying management communication processes.

Along with production technologies, ICT are

intangible assets and ownership objects. So their

introduction and use are to be preceded by ex�

pediency acquisition assessment.

In this situation, the main problem is pick�

ing out ICT, which, in general, are not used for

the automation of the most important produc�

tive spheres, and secondly, are not recompensed

enough, and cannot reduce costs and raise ef�

fectiveness. That’s why the key problems are

the problems of picking out necessary ICT

among a variety, which are in the market and

satisfy the requirements listed earlier.

Nowadays the world’s management prac�

tice consider following assets assessment meth�

ods: Total cost of ownership (TCO), Return on

investment (ROI), Net present value (NPV), meth�

od for analysis of hierarchies (MAH), and be�

sides them applying them to software � Cost

Constructive Model (COCOMO II).

The purpose of this article is to describe

the system of one after another assessment

method of picking out ICT. Let’s examine fur�

ther the main phases of assessment and acquir�

ing ICT by enterprises:

♦ Comparison: suggested in the market

product and own design product;

♦ Formulating optimal and necessary pos�

session conditions;

♦ Assessment profitability and effective�

ness of introduction and using.

1. Comparison:

Having in enterprise disposal information

about existent and developing ICT leads to a

question of market choice among alternatives.

In the enterprise selection process of accept�

able technologies occurred ICT characteris�

tics analysis, and analysis of characteristics

of contragent�supplier (developer, dealer).

О.А.Uldasheva noted that any ICT are to

prove the market role and conform the mar�

ket price and quality correlation. Production

capacities of IT�companies, a wide range of

completed projects of contragent�organiza�

tion, interest in long�term cooperation and

personnel qualification are taken into account.

In is important that ICT improve after being

put into operation.

So, the task of ICT choice among alterna�

tives is multi�criterial. To optimize such tasks

in planning people use method for analysis of

hierarchies (MAH), developed by T.Saati , of�

ten applied.

In MAH an every task previously struc�

tured and viewed as hierarchy. In elementary

view, hierarchy is built from a node (purpose),

through intermediate levels�criteria (perfor�

mance characteristics) to the lowest level that

in general is a set of alternatives. Further we

established criteria priorities and assess an

every alternative by these criteria. After hier�

archy building is done, we assess weighting

coefficients for every parent node, defining

degree of its dependence from other lower�

level nodes, using pair comparison. The result

of MAH comparison analysis would be dis�

covering the most acceptable ICT for the en�

terprise. Certainly, we cannot assert the most

acceptable ICT will be approaching almost all

enterprise purposes and demands.
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2. Formulating optimal and necessary

possession conditions

Consideration of the fact of ICT acquisi�

tion and introducing as a project realization

allows to determine and plan the highest pos�

sible costs, payback periods and profitability,

for what in Russian practice are often used

methods TCO, ROI, NPV.

TCO method is directed to assessment,

which would reflect real costs, deals with soft�

ware, communication and hardware acquisition,

would assume all aspects of later using expend�

ed money. General TCO index is calculated for

possible software obsolescence time, commu�

nication and hardware, that is 3�5 years . An

essential defect of TCO method consists of only

examining the costs on investment, but not ex�

amining and forecasting revenue. Moreover, in

calculations as rule, standard enterprise budget

items without possible project risks assessment

are taken into account.

The one problem of ICT using connected

with software revision. In this connection en�

terprise has two ways to decide this problem.

The first way is � purchase, the second � devel�

opment (by enterprise department or other or�

ganization). As rule, IT�project budget consists

of several cost items, which have percent ratio:

♦ Requirement analisys, 4%; Product de�

sign, 12%;

♦ Programming, 44%; Test planning, 6%;

♦ Verification and attestation, 14%;

♦ Project chancellery, 7%;

♦ Configuration management and quality

maintenance, 7%;

♦ Guide and regulation development, 6%.

Different methods are used to estimate real

software creation cost. M.Newell divide them

into two groups:

♦ Cost assessment methods in early project

stages, when information about project is very

limited.

♦ Cost assessment methods in lowest

project levels, and then summarizing costs in

higher synthesizing levels to get cost assess�

ment (budget) of all project.

Modern dе facto standard cost software

development assessment � COCOMO II model

belongs to the latest group. In general, in CO�

COMO II there is assessed value of project com�

plexity in functional points, its complexity in

the code level, determination of costs for soft�

ware development in man�hours.

ROI method is a logical addition to TCO

method; it allows us to evaluate return on

investment. The idea of method is ROI index

calculating, that is relation of net profit to

total costs.

In turn, using one after another methods

TCO и ROI can have prolongation as net present

value assessment � NPV index. In NPV method

present value of every cashflow, input and out�

put, is computed. At the same time all dis�

counted values of cashflow elements are as�

sumed and NPV criteria is calculated. The de�

fect of NPV methods are assumptions about

cashflow transfer to projected time end and rate

invariability during all investment period.

Frequently in the net present value identifi�

cation there is an unforeseen costs assessment

problem. Imitation modeling allows us to calcu�

late and assess the probability of occurence of

such costs. The Monte�Carlo stochastic model�

ling method is most widespread.

The annual cashflow, in generating ran�

dom numbers, appears as certain random num�

ber, being under a certain distribution law.

But in fact, it is an aggregate index, combin�

ing many components. Many casual scenarios

are generated, and all of them correspond with

cashflow values. Generated scenarios com�

bined together and take place their statistical

processing to ascertain scenario percent,

which assumed as negative NPV value. These

scenarios relation to total scenarios number

give us risk investment value (project risk),

which we need in TCO method.

So, on basis of allowed costs value, pay�

back period and returned money value, received

by using one after another methods TCO, ROI,

NPV, COCOMO II, we establish restriction sys�

tem, applied by enterprise as allowed and pur�

poseful in ICT comparison.

3. Assessment profitability and effec�

tiveness of introduction and using.

To assess the effectiveness of ICT we sug�

gest effectiveness introducing and using index�

es, such as allowed downtime, allowed cost

exceeding level, production plan execution, con�

nected with these ICT. We set their allowed

and optimal for the enterprise values. Real co�

efficient values are calculated in the case of ICT
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acquisition and using decision, taking into ac�

count all costs and possible revision.

Assuming what we have considered, it is

necessary to note, that using the complex of

discussed method allow either greatly decrease

the variety of ICT acquisition and (or) software

revision, or reveal defects in enterprise IT�in�

frastructure, and point out the purposes to raise

the enterprise management effectiveness.
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